
 
 

CCHR PRESS RELEASE – Phnom Penh, 10 December 2015 

 

CCHR calls on Government to Uphold Human Rights in Cambodia on International Human Rights 

Day 2015 

 

Today, 10 December 2015 – International Human Right Day (“IHRD”) - the Cambodian Center for 

Human Rights (“CCHR”) expresses alarm over the worsening situation of human rights in Cambodia, 

and calls upon the Royal Government of Cambodia (the “RGC”) to take immediate action to put an 

end to the on-going human rights abuses throughout the country.  

 

This year’s IHRD is particularly noteworthy, devoted to the launch of a year-long campaign for the 

50th anniversary of the two International Covenants on Human rights1 – the International Covenant 

on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

Despite Cambodia being party to the two International Covenants on Human rights, the past year 

has seen a deterioration of an already dire human rights situation in the country. A number of 

repressive laws that violate international human rights standards have been passed over the last 12 

months, including the election laws,2 the Law on Associations and Non-Governmental Organizations, 

and most recently the Telecommunications Law. These laws serve to significantly restrict 

fundamental freedoms, such as freedoms of expression, association and assembly. In addition, 

human rights defenders, activists and journalists, are continually harassed, arrested, and even killed 

for their political activities. In fact, very recently Cambodia was named as the single most dangerous 

place in the world to work as an environmental journalist,3 evidencing the critical current state of 

human rights in the country. Such human rights violations take place in Cambodia against a 

backdrop of complete impunity. 

 

While Cambodia has up until now enjoyed relative Internet freedoms, these freedoms too look to be 

on the decline, in the wake of the recent arrests over social media posts and the pending Cybercrime 

Law. Yet, in the face of the RGC’s increasing repression of human rights, there has been a rise in the 

number of voices clamouring for their rights, evidenced by the sheer number of community-led 

events that are taking place to commemorate this year’s IHRD throughout the country. CCHR 

applauds such initiatives, which signal not only an increasing awareness and understanding of 

human rights among communities, but also a growing demand for respect of human rights. CCHR 

urges the RGC to heed the calls of communities across the country, and fulfil its duty to protect and 

respect human rights.  
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CCHR’s Executive Director Sopheap Chak comments:  

 “IHRD is a reminder to the RGC to fulfill its obligations to respect and protect human rights under 

international law. It is hugely encouraging to see so many events being organized by communities 

throughout the country to mark this day, in spite of the RGC’s attempts to curb the activities of 

community based organizations. It is our hope that these events serve as a catalyst for the RGC to 

remedy Cambodia’s worsening human rights trajectory.” 

 

For more information, please contact CCHR’s Protecting Fundamental Freedoms Project 
Coordinator Chhay Chhunly via telephone at +855 (0) 17 528 021 or e-mail at 
chhunly.chhay@cchrcambodia.org, or CCHR Consultant Pat de Brún via telephone at +855 (0) 89 
536 215 or e-mail at pat.debrun@cchrcambodia.org  
 

–        END    – 

Notes to the Editor: 

 

CCHR, founded in November 2002, is a non-aligned, independent, non-governmental organization 

that works to promote and protect democracy and respect for human rights throughout Cambodia.  

 

CCHR is a member of International Freedom of Expression Exchanges (IFEX), the global network for 

freedom of expression. CCHR is also a member of the World Organization Against Torture (OMCT) 

SOS-Torture Network. 

 

The Cambodian Human Rights Portal www.sithi.org is the 2011 winner of the Information Society 

Innovation Fund Award in the category of Rights and Freedoms and the 2013 winner of the 

Communication for Social Change Award, awarded by the Centre of Communication and Social 

Change at the University of Queensland in Brisbane, Australia. 
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